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Turn and Shoot:   One player takes 5 shots in a row and rotates.  This player turns and shoots.  Look for quick rotation and many repetitions.  Use 2 lines or 2 goals to utilize as many players as possible.  Time: 15 min.     Coaching Points Ensure players have quality of first touch, look at body posture while receiving, deception.   Get the shot off quickly with minimal steps in between.  Stay 4:1 on the positive to instructional comments 
throughout the season.

Technical Functional Training:  
(A) Square Touch and Shoot, (B) 2-touch in Box and Shoot, Pass the ball in very hard and sloppy.   (C) Step-over and Shoot:  Each player takes 5 shots in a row and rotates.   Look for quick rotation and many repetitions.  Time: 15 min. 

Coaching Points Preparation touch, footwork-touch, step, shoot, bend ball to far post, quick release.  The 5 shots will allow for some muscle memory.  Let the player shoot a 6th shot if he/she feels the need. 

Receive off a Cross, 2-touch Shot: Crosser on each side. Crosser strikes stationary ball. Shooter 
controls, then shoots. Rotate crosser every few minutes. Time: 15 min.

Coaching Points 
Crosser, hit a dead ball.  Be sure to have some back spin and float the ball in.  Finisher, 1st touch sets up a shot.  If shooter is advanced, have shooter strike ball before it bounces.  Get a quick release. Repetition and positive!

7v7 w/ GK's: 
Split up the team equally.  Put goal keeper in both nets.  Do not play full to much length as you want to get to goal quicker….half field or less.  Time: 45 min.  

Coaching Points Coach over the play as much as possible.  Touches must prepare yourself to shoot.  First touch away from pressure.  Allow the players to have some fun, be very positive.  Find good things in there play.  Become a fan!   


